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St Mary’s College
Revision and exam preparation

Doing Your Revision
• Active revision is the most effective way to revise – don’t just sit
there,

do something!

• Revise with the exam in mind – practice exam questions, complete them
in timed conditions.
• Write your own revision notes – summarise the information you have to
learn first.

• Use your revision notes to test and re-test yourself.
• Take advantage of technology – there are lots of great apps and
websites to help you.
• Take advantage of revision sessions in school.
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How
should I
spend an
hour
revising?

By using
the
memory
clock!

What is the memory clock?
› This is our recommendation of how to spend each
hour when revising.

› Students can engage in ineffective revision which can
limit their performance in examinations. Also, we are
aware that it can be challenging to change students’
ingrained study habits. Therefore, we have designed
a simple model to help clarify the most effective
strategies and what these might look like over a
period of an hour. It is our hope that this will help
inform all students about the most effective strategies.

The memory clock explained...
Firstly review

Then practice

Finally check

The first part of the clock focuses
on the process of reviewing what
needs to be learned. Planning is
important to ensure that students
have time to cover all topics, and
this includes the consideration of
spacing out and interleaving
revision, rather than mass-revising
topics. The review should only be
short. Avoid spending an hour
reading and highlighting notes as
this is called passive revision.
Instead only spend 15 minutes
reviewing a topic.

Possibly the most important part of
the process, how are you
supposed to know what topics you
know if you do not test yourself?
You should spend 15 minutes
practicing a topic. Consider doing
the following?
Quizzes
Self – testing through revision cards
Completing practice exam
questions (without your notes).

Finally you should check your
work. This highlights the need for
you to correct yourself. This
supports your learning by
identifying any misconceptions or
mistakes that need to be changed
in order to be successful.

Although initially you may not be
very good, this is the most
important part of the learning
process. If you know you are poor
at a topic you can allocate more

Some examples..
GEOGRAPHY

ENGLISH

MVQ = multiple
choice questions

Condensing notes using the Cornell
method.
Look at the
example on the
left or click
below for a
video
explanation of
how this works.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ogHIyR
EqLd4

Create a Revision Timetable
What’s the point?
• Avoids a last-minute rush
• Sets up a routine and makes you discipline yourself
• Allows you to share revision time between subjects
• Ensures you keep on top of revision
• Spreads out revision (avoids cramming!)
• Creates a balance between revision and leisure time
• Avoids time-wasting deciding what you’re going to revise.
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Create a Revision Timetable
How do I do it?
• Divide up your day into sections, but plan in
lessons, other study, clubs and importantly,
social/relaxation time
• Draw up a trial timetable and review it after
one week. If it doesn’t work, redraft it.
• Review your timetable at the end of each
week
• Put it somewhere prominent in your room
• For an online version, click on the link below.
• https://getrevising.co.uk/planner
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Organising Revision Sessions
• Make a topic checklist
• Set a start and finish time and stick to it

• Put your phone in a different room!
• Exercise some self-control if using a laptop/tablet – an

hour on Facebook does not equate to an hour’s revision!
• Start with shorter sessions and build up to bigger ones
• Take regular breaks
• Reward yourself – give yourself something to work towards
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For the A Frames, you can use diagrams as well
as quick reminders.

Online revision tools.
› Quizzizz
› Online quiz maker – can share with friends and test each other.

Also many ready-made quizzes.

› https://quizizz.com
› Quizlet
› Online flash card generator.

Also lots of pre-made quizzes on a variety of curriculum topics.

› www.quizlet.com
› BBC Bitesize
› www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize. Lots of revision for a variety of GCSE topics
› Oak Academy

› https://www.thenational.academy/, The Government's national academy.
revision.

Lots of lessons to help with

› Padlet

› www.pad;et.com Online collaboration board where you can revise with friends and put online sticky notes
on a shared baord..

Other revision ideas.
› Spaced Practice
› Try to create mind maps of things you did last lesson, last week,
last month. Where there are gaps, go through your notes and fill
them in. Revise from your new sheet and repeat the exercise next
week.
› List of 10 – Go to the exam board's website and look at past
papers. For each question, try to think of 10 things you would put
in and why?
› Bounce back – text your friends questions. If they get it right,
they can "bounce back" a question of their own (or create a
Quizzizz revision quiz for them to do).
› Practice questions and exams. This is the best way. Do as many
as you can. Create your own exam questions and answers –
check them with your teachers.

Coping with Stress
• Talk about it
• Take time out to have fun
• Exercise regularly
• Think positively
• Eat well and keep hydrated
• Use breathing techniques to help
you relax
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How can parents and carers help?
• Discuss with your child how you could help them
• Provide the right environment for success – quiet and well-lit if
possible
• Give plenty of praise and encouragement

• Keep your child well supplied with food and drink
• Be prepared to listen
• Encourage regular breaks during long periods of revision

• Encourage morning revision over late evening revision –
brains tend to be more receptive in the morning
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